
 Our courier arrives at your clinic 2pm - 4pm 
on day of Harvest Procedure

Our courier delivers the stem cells to the designated 
clinic by noon on the arranged date

Keep in dry ice box until required. Use within 36 hours

Cell Therapy Sciences Ltd. The Venture Centre, Warwick University Science Park, Sir William Lyons Road, Coventry. CV4 7EZ
T: 024 76323217 M: 07939 587953 
Company no: 8885986 VMD Ref: ESCCA-006

What do you need to get started? Simply order one of our tissue Harvest Kits - canine or equine.
Transportation and logistics: we arrange and  co-ordinate all  sample transportation and tracking 

A step by step guide to obtaining stem cell therapy

Suitable patient? Call us to order a Tissue 
Harvest Kit and arrange a date for harvest surgery Step 1

Conduct Aseptic Tissue Harvest Procedure: 
10ml adipose and 25/30ml whole blood 

In the CTSL Stem Cell Laboratory: cells are cultured 
and injections ready in 14 to 16 daysStep 2

Stem cells are injected into affected joint or lesion.
On-lead exercise for 10 to 14 daysStep 3

cell therapy sciences
Developing Regenerative Medicine for Vets

02476 323 217www.celltherapysciences.co.uk

Stem Cell Therapy
For when they can no longer  
get up to their old tricks... 

You can now offer cutting-edge stem  
cell technology in your clinic!
A simple system for dogs & horses

Research-based, optimised therapy 

Safety: > 900 dogs already treated with our AdiShot  
stem cell therapy

Culture-expanded adipose-derived

A single tissue harvest, cells for life 

Tailor-made injections

Clinical efficacy data

Cryopreserved for convenience 

Quality: VMD authorised

   - Cell numbers quantified, doses 
     standardised

   - 4-day microbiology test for all samples



At Cell Therapy Sciences we are utilising the properties of these amazing cells to develop clinical therapies as  
intra-articular and intra-lesional injections for canine, feline and equine patients. AdiShot (for pets) and StemShot (for horses)  

are autologous mesenchymal stromal cell  (MSC or “ stem cell”) therapies available to clinics across the UK. 

It is now easy and convenient for you to offer the advanced science of culture-expanded stem cell therapy in your clinic - prepared by one of the most experienced veterinary stem cell teams in the UK

Quality controlled autologous stem cells - grown in cell culture from the animal’s own tissue ( VMD approved SOPs)

Our MSC therapies have been administered to > 900 veterinary cases providing a high level of safety reassurance

Consistent, specific doses and highest quality for optimal safety and efficacy

Cells are returned to the clinic at your convenience, as a cryogenically frozen, ready-to-use, pathogen free injection

Stem cells for life: a single harvest produces a lifetime of stem cells from as little as 5 gram of adipose tissue

Full technical and scientific support is provided by our team and we aim to provide the highest quality, personal and responsive service

We have achieved VMD authorisation as a recognised centre for the production of stem cell therapies (ESCCA - 006)

Cells prepared by our VMD-authorised SOPs have been fully characterised using both tri-lineage assay and flow cytometry

Cell morphology, behaviour and growth rates confirmed at least every 2 days by visual inspection and photography for every case

All therapies are certified for quality: stem cell numbers, morphology, point-of care viability ( > 90%) and confirmed as pathogen-free

Stem Cell Therapies
How do stem cell therapies work?1

The use of stem cell therapy is already well established in human medicine e.g. in blood 
transfusion and in stem cell (“bone marrow”) and tissue transplantation. Adult stem cells 
occur naturally in the body and have the ability of self-renewal with the potential to change 
into a range of different tissue types, including muscle, cartilage and bone, in response to 
a mix of chemical and physical cues.   

These regenerative cells are essentially the body’s own repair kit! They move to damaged 
tissue, where they migrate inside and around the injured area, act to reduce inflammation 
and pain, attract other healing cells within the body and co-ordinate the process of active 
tissue regeneration.

What types of cases are suitable for stem cell treatment?2

Autologous stem cell injections can alleviate pain and inflammation in osteoarthritis 
(OA) and have been shown to improve structural damage and enhance tissue repair in 
degenerative joint disease (DJD) and soft tissue injuries

Stem cell therapy provides an important option for canine and feline patients when  
conventional treatments fail to provide adequate control of their OA

In both younger and older patients, stem cells can alleviate pain and inflammation in elbow 
disease, hip dysplasia or any DJD where there is no suitable or proven surgical option

MSCs can be used to delay or prevent the need for salvage surgeries 2

MSCs can improve healing when used as an adjuvant treatment after certain orthopaedic 
surgeries 2,3

Stem cells enhance healing in tendinopathies and ligament injuries

Published and ongoing research has also demonstrated efficacy in lumbosacral DJD,  
IBD, feline renal disease and feline gingivostomatitis

References
1. DOI 10.1186/s12891-016-1085-9
2. www.vettimes.co.uk/article/using-cellular-therapies-for-canine-joint-treatment-part-1/
3. orthovetsupersite.org/files/vcot_2013_vos_abstract.pdf
4. www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5025432/
5. www.celltherapysciences.co.uk/published-evidence-2/ Links to the most recent data and published controlled studies can be found on the Cell Therapy Sciences website.

Stem cell injections can be used for degenerative joint disease and soft tissue 
injuries in patients that have failed to respond to more conventional treatments.2

Published Evidence?
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Significant clinical efficacy in canine OA has been demonstrated following single injections of allogeneic, expanded MSCs in a prospective, randomised placebo-controlled study in 74 
dogs.4 In canine hip OA,  MSC therapy has been shown to produce superior efficacy 6 months after treatment when compared with PRP in a well-controlled study 5

Stem cell therapies are now recognised by WSAVA as part of their Global Pain Management Protocol for DJD  in both dogs and cats 5
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